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Direct numerical simulations of electron dynamics in externally driven electrostatic waves have
been carried out using a relativistic two-fluid one-dimensional Vlasov–Poisson code. When the
driver wave has sufficiently large amplitude, ion density holes(cavitons) form. The interaction
between these cavitons and other incoming Langmuir waves gives rise to substantial local
acceleration of groups of electrons, and fine jetlike structures arise in electron phase space. We show
that these jets are caused by wave breaking when finite amplitude Langmuir waves experience the
ion density gradient at the leading edge of the holes, and are not caused by caviton burnout. An
analytical two-fluid model gives the critical density gradient and caviton depth for which this
process can occur. In particular, the density gradient critically affects the rate at which a Langmuir
wave, moving into the caviton, undergoes Landau damping. This treatment also enables us to derive
analytical estimates for the maximum energy of accelerated electrons, and for the energy spectrum
along a phase-space jet. These are confirmed by direct numerical simulations. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1822934]

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Outline

This paper describes a different mechanism for the non-
resonant acceleration of electrons within a plasma. We dem-
onstrate how coupling of strong Langmuir turbulence to fi-
nite amplitude, coherent Langmuir waves allows the
potential energy of the Langmuir waves to be imparted to
electrons as the wave breaks. This results in the acceleration
of a small population of fast electrons from the background
population at the point where wave breaking occurs. Accel-
eration occurs spontaneously without requiring an intense
laser pulse or particle injection, which are key features of
electron acceleration schemes1–5 that rely on wave-particle
resonance, such as laser wakefield acceleration(LWFA),
self-modulated LWFA, plasma beat wave accelerators, and
plasma wakefield accelerators. The electrons accelerated by
nonresonant mechanism form a collimated phase-space jet in
the electron distribution functionfe. Such populations of en-
ergetic electrons are of some concern in inertial confinement
fusion (ICF) experiments, because they may contribute di-
rectly to capsule preheat or form the seed populations for
further acceleration. For example, the hot electrons generated
by this mechanism could undergo wakefield acceleration6–8

in the presence of a laser field creating even more energetic
particles capable of preheating the ICF capsule.9,10

By considering the relativistic one-dimensional Vlasov–
Poisson system and exposing this system to a large ampli-
tude electrostatic standing wave(in a similar manner to Ref.
11), it is possible to drive the formation of cavitons. These
cavitons are, in essence, local regions of ion density deple-

tion accompanied by a local concentration of electric field
amplitude. Their formation is driven by the ponderomotive
force and they are seeded by small fluctuations in the elec-
tron density. In our simulations these initial fluctuations are
provided by the electrostatic driving field. However, once the
process of cavitation has begun, the external field can be
removed without significantly affecting further caviton de-
velopment. In this paper we show that at a particular point in
the caviton development, fine jetlike structures form in the
electron phase space, and we derive the necessary conditions
for jet formation depending on the characteristics of the cavi-
ton. These phase-space jets represent a portion of the elec-
tron population accelerated from a small region near the edge
of a caviton. The process by which these the jets emerge,
together with their characteristics, suggests that they are the
result of breaking Langmuir waves. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by further simulations and by a simple model for the
process based on a fluid treatment including Landau damp-
ing. This theory is an extension of the work of Akhiezer and
Polovin12 on breaking Langmuir waves in a uniform me-
dium. The energy distribution and the maximum energy
within a jet can be calculated from conservation of energy,
provided we assume that all of the potential energy of the
wave is imparted to the electrons at the breaking wave front.

B. The relativistic Vlasov–Poisson system

The model used in this paper is a one-dimensional rela-
tivistic Vlasov–Poisson system of electrons and protons with
a mass ratiomi /me=Mr, and no magnetic field. This fully
nonlinear self-consistent system is governed by the Vlasov
equation for the electron distribution functionfesx,p,td,a)Electronic mail: n.j.sircombe@warwick.ac.uk
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wherex is the spatial coordinate,p=gmev is the momentum
coordinate, andg=s1+p2/me

2c2d1/2 is the Lorentz factor. Tak-
ing z̃ to represent the normalized form of the variablez, the
following dimensionless normalization, appropriate to a rela-
tivistic system, is adopted throughout:x=sc/vpedx̃, t

=s1/vpedt̃, v=cṽ, E=svpecme/edẼ, and p=mecp̃. It follows
that frequencies are normalized to the plasma frequency,v
=vpeṽ, wave numbers to the ratio of the plasma frequency to

the speed of light,k=vpek̃/c, and temperatures are normal-

ized such thatTe,i =skB/me,ic
2dT̃e,i, wherekB is Boltzmann’s

constant. All simulations are carried out using a mass ratio
Mr =100. This value is sufficiently large to allow the devel-
opment of phenomena on two disparate time scales(since
electron and ion plasma frequencies are an order of magni-
tude apart), without the increased runtime of the real ratio.

C. Numerical approach

The Vlasov–Poisson system is solved using the code de-
tailed in Ref. 13. This is a split Eulerian scheme in which the
distribution functionssfe, f id are calculated on a fixed Eule-
rian grid, and the solver is split into separate spatial and
velocity space updates.14 These updates are one-dimensional,
constant velocity advections carried out using the piecewise
parabolic method.15 The original code has been extended to
solve the fully relativistic Vlasov–Poisson system, Eqs.

(1)–(3). A large amplitude external driving fieldẼd

=Ẽ0 sinsk̃x̃dsinsṽ0t̃d is added to the self-consistent electric
field found from Poisson’s equation. The parameters of the
driving field are chosen to ensure that the system is driven at
resonance(v0=vpe, or ṽ0=1 in normalized units), and that
the intensity of the perturbations corresponds to the high

quiver velocity regimevq
2/vTe

2 .1, where vq=eE0/mev0.
HenceE0.mev0vTe/e, or in normalized units

Ẽ0 . ṽTe. s4d

This driving field, similar to the perturbation used in earlier
work on the modulational instability,11 is necessary to drive
the formation of cavitons and is only needed during the early
stages of the simulation. In our simulations it is applied from
t̃=0 to t̃=10, which is sufficient to seed the formation of
cavitons.

Extending the presence of the driving field aftert̃=10
does not significantly effect the evolution of cavitions or the
amplitude of Langmuir waves in the system. Hence the en-
ergy of accelerated electrons remains&5 MeV. However,
Langmuir waves formed as a result of the the continued pres-

ence ofẼd result in more numerous and frequent phase-space
jets.

II. RESULTS

A. Initial conditions

The system is initialized with a Maxwellian distribution
of both electrons and ions at equal temperatures with an elec-
tron thermal velocity

vTe
2 = c2/103 s5d

and an ion thermal velocity

vTi
2 = c2/103Mr , s6d

equivalent to a temperature<0.5 keV. In normalized units
this givesṽTe=10−3/2, hence Eq.(4) implies that we require

Ẽ0.10−3/2. The simulation box is of lengthL̃x=20p in nor-
malized units, with periodic boundary conditions in space. In

summary, the dimensionless initial conditions areT̃e=0.001,

T̃e=0.001,L̃x=20p, Ẽ0=0.5,ṽ0=1, k̃=2p / L̃x, and the initial
maximum of fe, f e

max=9.2925.

B. Caviton formation and jet creation

The development of cavitons can be seen in both the
isometric renderings of the electron distribution function
(Figs. 1 and 2) and plots of the density and electric field
amplitude (Fig. 3). Cavitons form in response to the pon-
deromotive force exerted on the electrons by the driving field

FIG. 1. Isometric view of the electron
distribution functionfe (left) and con-
tour plot of lnsfe.10−6d (right) at time
t̃=20. Here the relativistic Vlasov–
Poisson system is driven fromt̃
=0–10 atv=vpe. The evacuation of
electrons from localized regions of the
simulation domain is seen in the elec-
tron distribution function; this is the
early stage of cavitation. Caviton for-
mation is due to the modulational in-
stability initially driven by the external
field Ed.
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Ed. Hence they are centered around regions where the am-
plitude of the driving field is strongest, leading to symmetry
in ne,i and uEu about the center of the systemx̃=10p. By t̃
=20 two prominent holes, driven by the ponderomotive
force, have formed in the electron density centered atx̃
<25 and 37. As the system continues to evolve, the ions are
slowly evacuated to form two broad density holes. These
holes in both ion and electron densities are accompanied by
a local increase in the electric field amplitude, characteristic
of caviton formation, see Fig. 3.

At later times, populations of accelerated electrons are
clearly visible in the contour plots of the electron distribution
function. These are the electron phase-space jets. Att̃=20,
ten plasma periods after the driving field has been removed,
there is no evidence of jet formation, see Fig. 1. However,
betweent̃=20 andt̃=40 a series of phase-space jets form on

both edges of the deepening cavitons. Studying the evolution
of the electron distribution function during this period allows
one to identify phase-space jets at different points in their
evolution. In Fig. 2 we highlight jets at three separate stages
of evolution. There are two jets(a) forming on the inside
edges of the caviton as well as two old jets(b) which have
been advected across the system, effectively crossing the
cavitons on whose edges they formed. Finally, there are two
intermediate jets(c), on the outer edges of the cavitons. The
most energetic electrons within these jets have energies
<5 MeV. The appearance of these jets does not affect the
development of the cavitons, which continue to deepen after
the appearance of the phase-space jets. In addition, the simu-
lation is seeded with randomly distributed tracer particles.
These do not contributeto the numerical solution of the
Vlasov–Poisson system and are simply moved in response to
the total electric field(self-consistent electric field plus driv-
ing field). Following the motion of these particles indicates
that the electrons which form the jets are not accelerated
from within the caviton—this effectively rules out caviton
burnout as an explanation for the origin of the phase-space
jets.

C. Jet emergence

The process of jet emergence is best explained by ob-
serving the evolution of the electron distribution function,
focusing on a region where a jet develops, during its early
stages. Figure 4 shows a reduced section of the electron
phase space, the region 50& x̃&60 where the rightmost jet,
labeled “b” in Fig. 2, first appears. This region encompasses
the right-hand side of one of the deepening cavitons seen in
Fig. 3. The jet forms at the outer, right-hand edge of this
caviton at x̃<60. The sequence of contour plots in Fig. 4
shows that the jet then extends out from the main electron
distribution, at up̃u<2, to momenta ofup̃u<8 in approxi-
mately one plasma period.

FIG. 2. Isometric view of the electron distribution functionfe (left) and contour plot of lnsfe.10−6d (right) at time t̃=40. Here the relativistic Vlasov–Poisson
system was driven fromt̃=0–10 atv=vpe. Fine jetlike structures in electron phase space are visible: jets marked “a” have recently formed on the inside edges
of the two cavitons, whereas the jets markedb have formed in the same area at an earlier time and have since been advected through the system. The jets
marked “c” are at an intermediate stage, having formed on the outside edges of the cavitons. These jets are the result of Langmuir wave breaking at the edges
of the evolving density holes.

FIG. 3. Plots of the electron(solid line) and ion(dashed line) densities at
t̃=20 (top left), and t̃=40 (top right), together with the electric field ampli-
tude att̃=20 (bottom left) and t̃=40 (bottom right) for a relativistic Vlasov–
Poisson system that was driven fromt̃=0–10 atv=vpe. The formation of
ion density holes can be clearly seen, together with localized growth in the
electric field amplitude characteristic of caviton formation. Caviton forma-
tion is due to the modulational instability driven initially by the external
field Ed.
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III. PHYSICS OF ELECTRON JETS

A. Wave breaking

The key observed features of the phase-space jets are
following.

(1) Jets do not appear at early times in the simulation,
they first require some degree of caviton evolution.

(2) Jets are not directly related to the external driver,
they appear after the removal of the external driving field.

(3) Jets are not associated with caviton burnout pro-
cesses, since cavitons persist long after the appearance of
jets.

(4) Jets originate at the caviton edge. Electrons are ac-
celerated from the main distribution to form the phase space
jet which is then advected through the system. Their con-
stituent electrons pass over the caviton on whose edge they
formed, escaping the influence of the caviton completely.
The direction of this advection indicates that phase-space jets
are the result of processes originating outside the caviton.

(5) Electrons are accelerated up to energies of 5 MeV
from an initially Maxwellian population with temperature
<0.5 keV.

From extensive numerical simulations of the system, it is
clear that the breaking of Langmuir waves on the density
gradients at the edges of the cavitons is responsible for the
creation of the phase-space jets. Figure 5 provides a sche-
matic illustration of the physical process, which we explore
in the rest of this section. The Langmuir wave first ap-
proaches the density hole. As it moves into the region of
lower density, the phase speed at the front of the wave falls.
If this proceeds rapidly enough to overcome the effect of
Landau damping(which acts to damp the incoming wave
energy, and thereby prevent it from breaking), then the wave
will break. This creates a strong electric field localized at the
wave crest, which accelerates electrons in the vicinity away
from the background population to form phase-space jets. In
the following three sections we outline an analytical model

of the competing processes of wave breaking and Landau
damping, together with a derivation of the electron energy
distribution within the jet.

B. Wave breaking amplitude

The maximum amplitudeEbr of a Langmuir wave which
can be sustained in a plasma before it breaks is given by the
Akhiezer and Polovin constraint.12 For a nonrelativistic
phase velocityvp, this is given by

eEbr/mevpevp = 1, s7d

where the breaking amplitudeEbr is the maximum electric
field amplitude which can be sustained by a Langmuir wave
before it breaks. In normalized units Eq.(7) is equivalent to

Ẽbr= ṽp; the breaking amplitude depends on the phase veloc-
ity of the wave, which is determined by the Langmuir dis-
persion relation

v2 = vpe
2 + 3vTe

2k2. s8d

Consider a Langmuir wave moving through a region of de-
creasing density

ñ = ñsx̃d, s9d

where n falls from an initial valuen0, corresponding to a
plasma frequency ofvpe

0 =sn0e
2/mee0d1/2. As a first approxi-

mation, we may assume that the amplitude and frequency of

the Langmuir wave remain fixed atEL (ẼL in normalized
units) andv<vpe

0 (ṽ<1 in normalized units), respectively.
Taking the dispersion relation Eq.(8) in normalized units

ṽ2 = ñsx̃d + 3T̃ek̃
2, s10d

with ṽ<1 gives an estimate of the local wave number of the
Langmuir wave as a function ofñsxd:

k̃ = hf1 − ñsxdg/3T̃ej1/2. s11d

This corresponds to a phase velocityṽp=ṽ / k̃<1/k̃ given by

FIG. 4. Contour plots of lnsfe.10−6d in the region 50& x̃&60 at timest̃
=20 (top left), 34 (top right), 36 (bottom left), and 38(bottom right). These
plots show a phase space jet developing at the outside edge of the caviton
(see Fig. 3) at x̃<60. Electrons are accelerated from a compact region of the
background distribution to form the jet, which extends and advects across
the caviton.

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of electron acceleration by Langmuir wave
breaking.(a) Density hole with a few sample electrons highlighted.(b) The
crest of a Langmuir wave moves towards the density hole.(c) As the wave
front moves down the gradient at the edge of the density hole, its phase
velocity falls and the wave front steepens.(d) For a density hole of sufficient
depth and steepness, the incoming wave breaks, forming a strong localized
electric field which accelerates electrons from the inside edge of the caviton
to create jets in electron phase space.
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ṽp = h3T̃e/f1 − ñsx̃dgj1/2 = Ẽbr, s12d

the breaking amplitude, by Eq.(7). For the case of a linear
density rampñsx̃d=1−hx̃, where 0, x̃,1/h, Eqs.(11) and
(12) imply

k̃ = shx̃/3T̃e
2d1/2 s13d

and

ṽp = s3T̃e/hx̃d1/2 = Ẽbr. s14d

As the wave front moves down the density ramp, the phase
velocity falls, reducing the maximum wave amplitude which
can be sustained. If the breaking threshold falls sufficiently,
it will be satisfied by the incoming wave, which will then
break. The wave breaking condition

Ẽbr ø ẼL s15d

together with Eq.(13) gives

s3T̃e/hx̃d1/2 ø ẼL. s16d

Thus far, this treatment has not taken into account the effect
of Landau damping of the Langmuir wave as it moves down
the density ramp, which could reduce the field amplitude at a
rate which ensures the breaking condition is never achieved.

If the initial amplitude of the Langmuir wave isẼL0, then the
damped amplitude at timet̃ is given by

ẼL = ẼL0e
−Gst̃d. s17d

Here the local damping decrementgL [Ref. 16] determines
Gstd

Gst̃d =E
0

t̃

gLdt, s18d

gL = Sp

8
D1/2 vpe

k3lD
3 expS−

3

2
−

1

2k2lD
2 D . s19d

Using the estimate fork̃ given in Eq.(13) and solving the
integral in Eq.(18) for x̃ following the wave, given that

]x̃

]t̃
= ṽg =

]ṽ

]k̃
= s3T̃ehx̃d1/2 s20d

yields

ẼL = ẼL0 expF 1

hÎT̃e

Sp

2
D1/2

expS−
3

2
−

3

2hx̃
DG . s21d

Combining Eqs.(21) and (15) gives the condition for wave
breaking, and hence phase-space jet formation

ẼL0 expF 1

hÎT̃e

Sp

2
D1/2

expS−
3

2
−

3

2hx̃
DG − S3T̃e

hx̃
D1/2

ù 0

s22d

for a Langmuir wave with initial electric field amplitudeẼL0

moving down a linear density ramp with gradient −h. In the
steep gradient limit(i.e., h→`), this is equivalent to Eq.

(16). To summarize, as the Langmuir wave moves down the
density ramp it experiences Landau damping which reduces
the wave amplitude from its initial value. The wave breaking
condition is then only satisfied if the decline in density re-
ducesEbr to the value where it is equal to the damped Lang-

muir wave amplitudeẼL given by Eq.(21). Thus for a den-
sity ramp with edge gradienth and depthD, the wave will
break, thereby accelerating electrons to form phase-space
jets, if Eq. (22) is satisfied for somex̃, 0, x̃,D /h. This
relation has been derived from a simple fluid treatment,
modified to take into account the effect of Landau damping,
which depends on caviton gradienth and depthD. It is sup-
ported by numerical simulations using fixed background den-
sity profiles containing cavitons with a chosen depth and
edge gradient, which are presented below.

C. Fixed ion simulations

In order to test the model outlined above and demon-
strate that the phase-space jets are a direct result of breaking
Langmuir waves, a further series of numerical simulations
was conducted. These simulate the interaction of a Langmuir
wave with a system having immobile ions whose initial den-
sity profile is fixed to provide density holes of a prescribed
size and shape, as shown in Fig. 6. A Langmuir wave was
created by perturbing the initial electron distribution function
to create a traveling wave of a given amplitude and wave-
length. This initialization relies on the linear dispersion rela-

FIG. 6. Top: Schematic of the initial density profile used for fixed ion
simulations. The simulation boundaries are periodic with density holes de-
fined by a “tanh” function. A traveling Langmuir wave of fixed wavelength
and amplitude is added in the form of a sinusoidal electron density and
velocity perturbation at the center of the system. Bottom: Isometric render-
ing of the electron distribution function from the fixed ion simulations att̃
=0.
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tion, and so is only valid for small amplitudes. As the wave
propagates across the simulation domain, it encounters the
density hole created by the fixed ion background density
profile. By varying the parameters of the density hole and the
Langmuir wave, it is possible to change the nature of the
phase-space jets and confirm the functional dependence on
caviton depth and gradient predicted by Eq.(22). Figure 7
shows an area ofsD ,hd parameter space partitioned by Eq.

(22), for a Langmuir wave of amplitudeẼL0=0.12 and wave-

length l̃L=2p. It also displays the results of simulations of
the interaction of this Langmuir wave for a range ofsh ,Dd,
classified by the presence or absence of phase-space jets. Our
criterion for jet formation is the presence of a second maxi-
mum, separated from the main distribution, in the region of
the density ramp. This requires thatfe pass through a critical
value fc four times for some point in the density ramp. The
value fc is chosen to be 1% of the initial maximumf e

max of
fe. The simulation results support the analytical breaking
condition Eq. (22) derived above. Figure 8 shows such a
simulation att̃=56: a series of phase-space jets have formed

as a Langmuir wave(l̃L=2p, dne=0.12) encountered a den-
sity hole of depthD=0.6 and gradienth=0.5.

D. Electron energy distribution within jets

The maximum energy achieved by electrons in a phase-
space jet, and the distribution of electrons within the jet, can
be calculated from the assumption that the total energy car-
ried by the sum of jet electrons comes from the potential of
the breaking Langmuir wave. Here we consider the fully
relativistic case and show that conservation of energy en-
ables us to find the electron energy distribution along the jet.
Following the same approach as Ref. 17, we assume the
energy gain of electrons accelerated by the breaking wave is
a positive, continuous, single-valued function of their initial
position(i.e., their proximity to the breaking wave front). We
then construct an expression for the electron density as a
function of energy gainDe. However, we must account for
the possibility that two electrons from different spatial posi-
tions could achieve the same energy gain. We therefore par-
tition the domain into regions where the number density of
accelerated electrons is a single valued function ofDe, as
shown schematically in Fig. 9 which we discuss below. The
total number of accelerated electronsNJet is given by inte-
grating the electron density over the spatial regionS0 from
which electrons are accelerated:

FIG. 7. Jet formation and nonformation, plotted with respect to caviton
parameter spacesD ,hd, whereD represents the caviton depth andh the edge
gradient. The space is partitioned into regions of jet formation and nonfor-
mation by the breaking condition Eq.(22), and superimposed are the results
from simulations using a fixed ion background to produce the desired cavi-

ton structure. The Langmuir wave considered here has amplitudeẼL0

=0.12 and wavelengthl̃L=2p.

FIG. 8. Isometric view of the electron distribution functionfe (left) and contour plot of lnsfe.10−6d (right) at time t̃=56 from a simulation of the interaction

of a Langmuir wave with an ion density hole(created and maintained via the prescribed immobile ion distribution of Fig. 6, top). A Langmuir wave(l̃L

=2p, dne=0.12) has encountered the density hole of depthD=0.6 and gradienth=0.5. The incoming wave breaks as it moves into the density hole, producing
a strong localized electric field which accelerates electrons from the bulk of the distribution to form a jet.

FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the decomposition of the spatial domain
S0 into subdomainshQjj jPN at Eq.(24). The domainS0 represents the region
of space from which electrons are accelerated to form a phase-space jet. In
order to find the energy spectrum,nsDed for a phase-space jet, we require
Desx̃d. However, we must account for the possibility thatDe could be mul-
tivalued with respect tox̃, for example,Desx̃ad=Desx̃bd=Dea,b. Dividing S0

into hQjj jPN, where the subdomain boundaries are defined by the condition
that ]De /]x̃=0, avoids the problem ofDesx̃d being multivalued.
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NJet=E
S0

nsx̃0ddx̃0, s23d

where x̃0 represents the initial position of the electron. This
can be rewritten in terms of a new variableDesx̃0d, the en-
ergy gain as a function of initial position, to give

NJet= o
j
E

Qj

njsx̃0sDeddUdDe

dx̃0
U

j

−1

dDe. s24d

Here the region of integrationS0 is partitioned into subdo-
mains hQjj jPN: within each subdomainQj, the function
Desx̃0d is single valued and has no turning points, as illus-
trated in Fig. 9. The boundaries between the subdomains are
defined by the location of the turning points ofDesx̃0d. De-
noting the energy spectrum within the jet as a function of
energy gain bynJetsDed, we can write the total number of
electrons in the jetNJet as an integral ofnJet over De

NJet=E
S0

nJetsDeddDe. s25d

Equating this to Eq.(24) gives

nJetsDed = o
j

njfx̃0sDedgUdDe

dx̃0
U

j

−1

. s26d

The functionx0sDed comes from the potential function of the
Langmuir wave. Since the electric field of the wave near to
breaking will be of nonlinear sawtooth form, its potentialf̃L

can be represented17 by a parabolic function with amplitude
f̃0

f̃L = f̃0S4x̃0
2

l̃L
2

−
4x̃0

l̃L
D s27d

over the range of one wavelengthl̃L. From the assumption
that electrons accelerate using the local potential energy of
the Langmuir wave, it follows thatDesx̃0d=f̃Lsx̃0d, with the
maximum possible energy gainDemax=f̃0:

De = DemaxS4x̃0
2

l̃L
2

−
4x̃0

l̃L
D . s28d

Inverting this expression yields

x̃0 = l̃Lf1 + s1 + De/Demaxd1/2g/2 s29d

while differentiating with respect tox̃0 gives

UdDe

dx̃0
U = DemaxS8x̃0

l̃L
2

−
4

l̃L
D . s30d

Substituting Eqs.(29) and (30) into Eq. (26), for a constant
background density profile, gives the energy spectrum for a
single phase-space jet:

nJetsDed = nJets0dF 1

s1 + De/Demaxd1/2G . s31d

Here we have normalized the equation usingnJetsDe=0d
=n0l̃L /4Demax, for a local electron density ofn0. It follows
that the ratio of highest energy to lowest energy electrons
within the jet is given by

nJetsDemaxd/nJetsDe = 0d = 1/Î2. s32d

The analytically derived energy spectrum Eq.(31), shown in
Fig. 10 (left), is broadly consistent with the electron distri-
bution function that is obtained from the simulations dis-
cussed earlier. Figure 10(right) shows a plot offe, normal-
ized to its valuefe0 at the base of the phase space jet, along
the ridge of the phase-space jet shown in Fig. 4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Shortly after exposing a fully relativistic Vlasov–Poisson
system to a strong external driving field at resonancev0

=vpe, we observe the formation of fine structures in the elec-
tron distribution function, corresponding to the acceleration
of small populations of electrons to high energies
s<5 MeV. These phase-space jets result from the breaking
of Langmuir waves(initially excited by the driving field) in
the density gradients of cavitons formed via the ponderomo-
tive force exerted by the external driving field. Restricting
the presence of the driving field tot̃,10 allows direct accel-
eration by the driving field to be ruled out as a mechanism.
We are able to explain the origin of the small populations of
electrons which form the jets; derive a necessary condition
for the formation of jets starting from a basic fluid treatment,
which is supported by further numerical simulations; and
estimate the energy distribution of electrons within the
phase-space jet. This process may arise whenever Langmuir
waves move through a strong density gradient, and is not
limited to one dimension or to caviton formation. It may
therefore require consideration in laser-plasma interaction
contexts spanning inertial confinement fusion and particle
acceleration.

FIG. 10. Similarity of predicted and
measured forms of the energy distribu-
tion of electrons within a jet. Left:
Analytical result Eq.(31). Right: The
value of the distribution functionfe,
normalized to its valuefe0 at the base
of the phase-space jet. The energy gain
of electrons in the phase-space jet is
normalized to the maximum observed
energy 5<5 MeV.
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